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Frog Underground 
Operators 
Robust Reliable concealed 
underground automation 
for swing gates with leaves 
measuring up to 
3.5m in length. 

 
 

 

Frog-J 
Underground 
Operators 
 
Underground automation 
for swing gates with leaves 
measuring up to 
1.8m in length. 

 
 

 

Ati Surface Above 
Ground Operators 
Above ground worm drive, 
electro-mechanical 
automation for swing gates 
with leaves measuring up 
to 
1.8m in length. 

 
 

 

Amico Above 
Ground Operators  
Above ground worm drive 
electro-mechanical  
automation for swing gates 
with leaves measuring up 
to 
1.8m in length. 
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Ferni Above 
Ground Operators  
Articulated arm 
automation for swing gates 
with leaves measuring up 
to 
4m in length. 

 
 

 

Fast Above 
Ground Operators  
Articulated arm 
automation for swing gates 
with leaves measuring up 
to 
2.3m in length. 

 
 

 

Krono Above 
Ground Operators  
Worm drive automation for 
swing gates with leaves 
measuring up to 
5m in length. 

 
 

 

Axo Above 
Ground Operators  
Worm drive automation for 
swing gates with leaves 
measuring up to 
7m in length. 

 
 

ORO Hydraulic Operator 

 

 For swing gates up to 200 kg and 2,5 m 

LUX Hydraulic Operator  

 For swing gates up to 800 kg and 5 m 

LUX BT Hydraulic Operator 
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 For swing gates up to 300 kg and 2 m 
 Operational safety (24 V technology) 

P7 - P4,5 Hydraulic Operator  

 For swing gates up to 500 kg and 7 m 

SUB Hydraulic Operator 

 

 For swing gates up to 800 kg and 3,5 m 

 

 

 

BX Sliding Gate 
Motors 
Automatic sliding gate 
motors for light and 
medium weight sliding 

 

BK Sliding Gate 
Motors 
Automatic sliding gate 
motors for medium to 
heavyweight sliding gates 
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gates weighing up to 
600Kg. 

 
 

weighing up to 
2200Kg. 

 
 

 DEIMOS  

 

 For sliding gates up to 800 kg 
 Operational safety (24 V technology) 
 Simplified bus connection system FAST NET 

ARES  

 

 For sliding gates up to 1500 kg 
 Operational safety (24 V technology) 

 

ICARO MA  

 

 For sliding gates up to 2000 kg 



URANO BT  

 

 For sliding gates up to 1200 kg 
 Operational safety (24 V technology) 

 
 
 

SP4000  

 

 For sliding gates up to 4000 kg 
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